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The Gangnam Style - The Secret Of Modern Success by Aurel Goldman and Wiliam LOndon.

When I started writing this book, about 2 million people liked the Gangnam Style video. Now

before it had finished on YouTube, there were 437,190,986 views and 3,885,463 likes. These

numbers grow day-by-day. It’s a record that’s hard to describe in words. “But how can a similar

record be reached?” That’s my question. I went out in the streets to look for an answer. And

soon a book came out written by the people from the streets. We spoke to ordinary people.

After all, millions of "likes" had been clicked by them on YouTube. But that’s not all. Our

research didn’t end here. We also asked different experts. The best opinions chosen have been

put together for you in this book.

About the AuthorI was born in Charleston, South Carolina and grew up in north Alabama.

Graduate of the University of North Alabama. Member of the Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.

Married with one son and two dogs.
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everyone who’s not afraid in this rushed world to dream. And also to all the stars who are not

yet shining. ***** THE GANGNAM STYLETHE SECRET OF MODERN SUCCESS TABLE

OF CONTENTSForewordChapter 1- Best Ideas at a GlanceChapter 2 - Gangnam Style in

People’s EyesChapter 3 - The Secret of the Gangnam Style’s

SuccessConclusion ***** Foreword When I started writing this book, about 2 million people

liked the Gangnam Style video. Now before it had finished on YouTube, there were

437,190,986 views and 3,885,463 likes. These numbers grow day-by-day. It’s a record that’s

hard to describe in words. “But how can a similar record be reached?” That’s my question. I

went out in the streets to look for an answer. And soon a book came out written by the people

from the streets. We spoke to ordinary people. After all, millions of "likes" had been clicked by

them on YouTube. But that’s not all. Our research didn’t end here. We also asked different

experts. The best opinions chosen have been put together for you in this book. In this piece

you’ll learn the following:How older and younger people feel about the Gangnam Style video

clip and musicBoth witty and critical perspectives from expertsInteresting statisticsLinks to new

age marketingThe secret to the video clip's success ***** Chapter 1Best Ideas at a

Glance Why are some clips seen by millions of people while others never find a niche. Why do

some find success and others not. Why do some earn millions and others go nowhere. Rapper

Psy found the answers to these questions. Psy and his Gangnam Style clip hit the bull’s eye.

He’s been showing the world one of the best videos currently running. It’s a video everyone

who works in music should see. The clip is inspiring the world and blazing a trail for all

musicians. This is a must-watch for any artist. Gangnam Style is a true example of success. A

Korean group called Psy produced the video clip, which has attracted more than 400 million

people; and all of them within a short time. This record even made the Guinness book. Where

else could you find a horse stable, sauna, children’s playground, subway and toilet in one

video? Well it's all there in Gangnam Style. It’s incredibly funny how the world’s most popular

Korean rapper was able to become a star without anyone knowing his real name. Forget the

old school! Forget all the things you’ve learned and throw away all the books! A new age has

dawned. Or maybe it’s already arrived? This book is not about the Gangnam Style, but instead

about a new age where social networks can help you create and sell. Social networks have

taken over the world.

S. Sletten, “it rocks. the title says it all yyyyyyyyyyyyyoooooouuuuuuuuuu

rrrrrrrrrrrroooooooocccccccccccckkkkkkkk! so much ive seen all your videos i love you and you
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should come up with a new album”

The book by Journalistin Münchhausen has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 3 people have provided

feedback.
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